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BRANCHLINE DEADLINES 

Second Saturday of every month. 

The views and opinions expressed by 

contributors in this publication are not 

necessarily those of the Australian Model 

Railway Association WA Inc.  

PRESIDENT’S PIECE 

Hi Members, 

We have managed to hold our first Model Rail for 2021. The weather was fine and suitable as many 

members came along and operated the many layouts we have and the general public that came along also 

enjoyed watching model rails of lots of different sizes and talking with various members and other model 

railway enthusiasts. The day was a success from what I could tell. 

We are now gearing up for a number of items for the rest of the year. Well what is left of it. We have our 

First Monday of the Month demos, Next month being ‘Decals, how to apply them’ followed next month 

by an electrifying demo from Bill Pickering. I believe it might even make your hair stand on end for those 

who have enough. Always entertaining so come along and see. 

November is going to be busy on the last Saturday. The 2021 AGM, GM and the 2021 Christmas BBQ, 

food supplied by the club. If you can’t wait until then to enjoy a BBQ at the club-rooms then come along 

to the monthly BBQs on the last Saturday evening of each month. Not to be left out December the 5th will 

see our second Model Rail. A highlight will be to see the efforts of modellers in the Modelling 

Competition. 

For those who might be in the observant category they will soon be seeing some changes happening to the 

kitchen end of the Meeting Room. The Bayswater City has granted our club some funds to modernise the 

kitchen area. The tiles in the passageway to the toilets will also be brought up to modern safety standards. 

So not only is there lots of model railway activity there are lots of other things going on. 

If you have ideas for the First Monday of the Month demoes then please contact me and discuss what can 

be done. Always following up any discussion with an email so your ideas can be acted upon. 

With regards to the 2021 AGM, it is at this meeting the club committee for the following year is 

announced from members who have put forward their names to be part of the management committee. We 

are a diverse club so it would be good to have a diverse representation of members so one group are not 

seem to be monopolising the management committee. So consider if you can help manage your club and 

consider being on the management committee. 

As well as all this commitment towards the 2022 Model Railway Exhibition has begun. We will be asking 

soon for exhibitors to make it known if you wish to exhibit at this event. We will also need support from 

our members to operate this event, so if you can help then consider what you can do. 

The Royal Show this year is on Saturday the 25th of September to Saturday the 2nd of October 2021. We 

have a commitment with CBH to erect, dissemble and be on call for their layout. If you can help at all 

please contact John Gartner. 

Regards, 

John Maker 

(President AMRA WA) 
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SCRIBE’S QUILL 

 

Greetings, 

August has been an exceptionally busy month! We have successfully held the first of two Model Rail 

Open Days on the 15th August. 

It was a lot of work and activity around the Clubrooms in order to present our Club in the best light and 

keep our hobby and Club in the public eye. 

Well done to everyone you all gave a good display of your layouts and everyone whom I spoke to as they 

came through the door were very complimentary as they left. 

I was kept busy for a lot of the time with people wanting to join our Club! 

I was on the Library table together with Roger Powell our Assistant Librarian and Bettina Le Rousset the 

mother of one of our newer members who is a dedicated train enthusiast! 

Thank you to all who volunteered and helped out around the Club, on the day. 

From what I heard all the members had a wonderful time running trains and the use of the Light Car 

Clubrooms was a boost as the sausage sizzle was run very successfully and capably by Beth Hewitt and 

her team. It was also a great place for a couple of our regular traders to display their stock and they seemed 

to be busy a lot of the time. It also housed the puzzles and one or two small layouts. 

The weather was kind to us and the street and carpark were full of cars. 

Look out for the next Model Rail Open Day which is scheduled for the 5th December,2021. 

 

Lynn Nicholls 

Secretary/Registrar 

Member No. 8117 

Forthcoming Events to Keep an Eye On 

 

FIRST MONDAY OF MONTH - SEPTEMBER: 

Monday 6th September 2021 

*DECALS AND HOW TO APPLY THEM.* 

CLUB BBQ: 

Saturday 28th August, 2021 

 

2021 AGM 27th November 2021 

2021 GM 27th November 2021 

Christmas Club BBQ (provided for by the club) 27th November 2021 

Model Rail Open Day (2) (December) 5th December 2021 
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A while ago a member suggested it would be good to have a letters section. 

So with this in mind it has been decided to try the suggestion.  

The section will be known as “BLASTPIPE” 

Any member wanting to submit a letter to the Editor may do so.  

Every effort will be made to include members letters provided that they are kept fairly brief and are not in 

any way inflammatory or derogatory. 

The Editor reserves the right to edit any undesirable comments. 

Editor’s Notes 

BLASTPIPE 

 

FOR SALE EM ROLLING STOCK ETC. 

I am handling the sale of Ted Thoday’s Model Railway Collection on behalf of Maura, his widow. 

Ordinary 00 or 4mm items are being progressively sold in Moojebing Market but due to the quantity of 

EM gauge items I am handling these separately so as not to clog up the clubrooms. 

The majority of stock is GWR related but does include some private owner wagons as well. There are at 

least 30 coaches, 60 wagons and 6 locos. Two loco kits and 12+ wagon kits. All prices are fair and 

negotiable. An ideal way to start in EM or to add to your existing collection!!. 

Contact me on 0427047850 or yrrab230740@gmail.com. 

Barry Keens 
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IMPORTANT! 

PLEASE READ AND NOTE THE INSTRUCTIONS BELOW  

THANK YOU. 
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CALENDAR!! 
MEETING INFORMATION 

Between 
4th October 2021 

and 
6th November 2021 

MONDAY 4 OCT 2000 - 2200 
FIRST MONDAY OF THE MONTH:  

STATIC GRASS APPLICATOR:BILL PICKERING 

TUESDAY 5 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 7 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 8 OCT 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 9 OCT 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

MONDAY 11 OCT 2000 - 2200 General Club Activities: S SCALE MEETING  

TUESDAY 12 OCT 
1000 - 1500 

1500 - 1700 

General Club Activities: 

Large Scale Meeting  

THURSDAY 14 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: + CoM Meeting 1900 

FRIDAY 15 OCT 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 16 OCT 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

TUESDAY 19 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

THURSDAY 21 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities:  

FRIDAY 22 OCT 1900 - 2200 
General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

S Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 23 OCT 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 

TUESDAY 26 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities:  

THURSDAY 28 OCT 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 29 OCT 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night 

SATURDAY 30 OCT 
1330 - 1700 

1700 -  

General Club Activities:  

Evening: CLUB BBQ  

MONDAY 1 NOV 2000 - 2200 FIRST MONDAY OF THE MONTH: To be advised 

TUESDAY 2 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities:  

THURSDAY 4 NOV 1000 - 1500 General Club Activities: 

FRIDAY 5 NOV 1900 - 2200 General Club Activities: N Scale Running Night  

SATURDAY 6 NOV 1330 - 1700 General Club Activities: 
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2021 Model Railway Exhibition 

2021 Model Rail 

The 2021 Model Railway Exhibition has been discussed at a meeting of the CoM and at that meeting it was 

decided to cancel the Exhibition as it was too risky for the club to hold this year. 

The CoM then decided to hold a special CoM meeting with the topic being the 2021 Model Railway 

Exhibition. Whether it should be held or not. 

Reviewing ALL the aspects of holding an exhibition in the current times, with what could happen and 

checking what other organisations holding events about the same time were doing. 

If the exhibition was to go ahead then there would be extra logistics in holding the event that were not 

insurmountable but would add to the organising of the exhibition as well as adding to the costs. We have 

received in writing assurances that the monies paid to the RAS were safe and would be held over to our next 

exhibition. 

The bottom line financially came down to there would be a risk to the club of between $40,000 and $45,000. 

This risk was considered by the CoM and a majority vote to NOT hold the 2021 Model Railway Exhibition 

was decided. 

This was not a light decision made by the CoM. 

At a following CoM meeting it has been put forward that to try to fulfil the AIMS of our club to promote the 

Model Railway Hobby in Western Australia in 2021 other ideas must be considered. 

The suggestion of holding two expanded Model Rail days and also some online event are being investigated. 

The results so far are: 

A successful Model Rail Open Day was held on the 15th August, 2021  

Model Rail (two) be held on the weekend of December 4th and 5th 2021. 

A suggestion of holding a ‘Virtual Model Railway Exhibition’ is also being investigated. 

Still in the planning is an online event. 
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AMRA WA Programme of Events 

Where we meet and when 

All meetings, unless otherwise stated, are held in the Clubrooms at 

24 Moojebing Street, BAYSWATER (opposite Paddington Street). 

Tuesday and Thursday Meeting: From 1000 to 1500 

Friday Evening Meeting: From 1900 to 2200 

Afternoon Session on Saturday: From 1330 to 1700 

The Clubrooms are CLOSED on Good Friday, Christmas Day and over the period of 

the Annual Model Railway Exhibition on the June Long Weekend. 

The Management Committee may decide on other closures and openings as warranted by circumstances. 

The entry fee for members on every attendance at the Clubrooms is $2 which goes towards the general 

operating expenses of the facilities. Payment by gold coin is requested. 

Members and invited guests are welcome to a free hot drink at meetings. 

Cold drinks are available at a modest price. 

PLEASE NOTE 

MODEL RAILWAY EXHIBITION 2021 

CANCELLED! 

IN PLACE OF THE EXHIBITION WE ARE RUNNING TWO 

MODEL RAIL OPEN DAYS AT THE CLUBROOMS 

 

MODEL RAIL VERSION ONE 

This was such a great success we are holding  

MODEL RAIL VERSION TWO  

SUNDAY 5th DECEMBER 2021 

1000 - 1600 
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AMRA WA INC. MODEL RAIL OPEN DAY 15th AUGUST 2021 

AROUND THE LAYOUTS 

Neil, Doug and Trevor  

discussing the finer points of train  

operation on East Guildford  

Model diesel loco DB1588 & wheat train 
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Model suburban car & ADH654 at station, 

framed by footbridge, & W942 on  

East Guildford 

Bruce inspecting  

Newacho 
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Model Nightline Drive-in 

Keith Donetta &Trevor Wilbraham  

with Thomas layout 
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Live steam model loco 3801 & NSWR coach set 

U-Drive layouts 
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Graham & Paul at the S scale stand 

U-Drive layout with a customer 
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VALENTINE REPORT 

When Malcolm Taylor suggested that his layout be attached to Valentine at the June Model Train 

Exhibition, your scribe headed north to Alkimos to check it out, knowing that Malcolm had previously 

built an outstanding logging layout and much of a prizewinning steel mill complex. My expectations were 

surpassed by a wonderful, highly detailed model of an 

American west coast railroad terminus. Thus it was 

proposed to the show managers that a private layout be 

attached to a club layout, and this was accepted. 

As we know, some bug derailed our Train Exhibition. The 

Committee then agreed that the layout be displayed at the 

clubrooms on our July Open Day, subsequently postponed 

to August. Perhaps influenced by the superb quality of 

modelling, the COM has invited Malcolm to leave his 

layout at the club for the 5 December Open Day. 

 

 Refuelling the Switcher 

If you haven’t seen his layout, do come and see 

it. There are over three hundred figures 

populating the complex, one of whom, given his 

actions towards a tree on the layout, is likely to 

be dismembered by any passing greenie! Check 

out the hobos’ chess game – and the helicopter 

that makes waves. 

 Loading boxes of Preiser kits 

 

Perhaps it is best that Malcolm describe his ideas in the 

creation of this excellent model of a railway terminus. 

 

Thus: 

 

 

 

 Switcher servicing 
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Modelling American Railways in HO scale with DCC Control 

West Coast Central 

 Freight and Passenger Tracks  Parcel Handling at Rwy Express   

 

A mainline terminus station in California 

depicting Union Pacific, Southern Pacific and 

Santa Fe Railways. Based on 50s to 70s steam/

diesel transition era with all locomotives 

having sound. 

With three mainline platforms (six passenger 

express tracks), the “Big 3” share – the 

Southern Pacific “Daylight” articulated, 

illuminated express cars, the Union Pacific 

“City of Los Angeles” illuminated express cars 

and the Santa Fe “Chief.” 

 

 The Recovery Train  

The switchers are based on their own maintenance and 

fuelling stations with a Union Pacific recovery train. They 

operate taking passenger cars through the wash and 

cleaning facilities and manage the extensive siding areas 

for freight train arrangements. The busy freight terminal 

includes a depot incorporating a workers relaxation area 

with a lighted brazier and chairs. Other freight facilities 

include caboose loading, car and truck loading, plus a large 

rail crane for heavy flat top loading. 

 

 

The Track Gang  
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To keep the switchers busy there is a separate US 

Mail loading/unloading area, as well as express 

postal facilities. Finally, there is a large ice loading 

raised platform to supply 40 ft reefer cars as required.  

All this is displayed on a 14 ft x 4 ft foam baseboard 

on top of an aluminium frame. This private layout 

has been connected to the Valentine layout to allow 

full express train running. 

 

Malcolm Taylor  

Member 8395 

 

 The Icing Track 

 Postal services and the Palace Hotel  Headend Power of the Big 3 

 Logging operations Rooftop relaxation 
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S Scale Special Interest Group Report August 2021  

The 31 keen and brave S-scale Modellers who ventured out on the cold, wet and stormy Monday evening 

of August 9, 2021 were well rewarded with the evening’s activities.  The topic for the meeting included the 

usual “bring and show” as well a very interesting presentation by well-known WAGR railway historian 

Jeff Austin on the topic of WAGR country railway stations since 1896. 

Following the informal part of the meeting Graham Watson, as is his custom, rang the bell at 20.05 hours, 

and called the members to order. Graham welcomed all our members, old and new including Tony Kelly, 

Keith Donetta, John Morrison and Ken Belcher, all of whom we haven’t seen for a while. Apologies were 

received from Kieran Wright, Trevor Burke, Bob Pearce and Don Moir. 

Graham called for any items of general news and updates.  

Our AMRA WA President John Maker reminded members that Model Rail I is planned for Sunday 15 

August and Model Rail II will be held on Sunday 5 December 

The AGM for 2021 will be held on Saturday 27 November. 

Speaking in his role as the editor of the ASn Modeller Magazine John advised the members that they 

should expect to receive the Winter edition in their letterbox by the end of August, if not earlier. 

Graham Watson advised that the latest edition of the Australian Railway History Magazine is now in 

newsagencies and that there are three articles of interest to railway enthusiasts and modellers of the WA 

Scene. Graham and Alex Kruger also advised that on the weekend of the 21/22 August there will be 

celebratory events at Busselton, Wonnerup and the Boyanup Museum which will include the steaming of 

the historic G class loco on the Sunday for the first time in 16 years. 

Finally. Graham appealed to those who have a loco kit that they may never assemble, to let him know, as 

there is a demand for locos from new members within the S scale group. Graham is happy to act as a 

trusted conduit for members, sellers and buyers of available loco kits, to their mutual benefit. 

A short Bring and Show followed after a noisy and heavy thunder-storm completely interrupted 

proceedings for several minutes at about the same time as it happened during the July meeting!  

Ray Cooper once again drove from Waroona to Perth in time to be at the meeting. Ray was the first to 

show his latest project which was his AV dining car kit which he is modifying and assembling for his 

model of the Hotham Valley dinner train consist, 

Ray hopes to have the train running on his extensive Yarloop layout in the not too distant future. 

Doug Firth spoke briefly of manicure boards which are available from Pharmacy stores. The boards are 

usually used to tidy the nails of well-manicured ladies. Doug has found they also serve as relatively 

inexpensive sanding boards for kit and scratch building by S scale modellers. Another great bit of news 

from Doug. 

Alan Penstone continues to up-grade his model consist of the Varischetti Rescue Train. Alan showed his 

aging R class locomotive resplendent in its newly-painted royal blue and black livery. It did indeed look 

terrific. 
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John Hatch brought, showed and demonstrated a product called Bondic which he said is not an adhesive 

but it is a viscose liquid which cand be used as a filler on various materials including resin, urethane and 

styrene and can act as an adhesive. It becomes hard and solid when UV light is applied. once cooled and 

hardened it can be sanded and polished and painted. Jaycar are known as one retailer to stock this product. 

AidenVarrone continues to learn and work on 3D printing his models of wagons, brake vans and other 

vehicles from the drawings on Owen Davis’s Makerbot or Thingi-verse, Free website. In particular. Aiden 

is perfecting the running of one of his  3D printed R class bogie wagon by adding brass pin-point axle 

bearings from Railwest Models. A test run of the model on the Swan View layout later in the evening 

proved how smoothly the R wagon ran. 

Alison Kelly brought in a TCS universal Wi-Fi throttle which works well with the WiFiTrax unit which is 

now fitted to our Swan View layout. Ally also told the sad story of how she dropped her 3D printed model 

of an AB locomotive smashing the body beyond repair. Sad indeed but thanks Ally for the timely reminder 

to us all to ensure we use a bubble wrap cradle for vehicles in solid and rigid train boxes so that we can 

remove them from the boxes in a safe and secure manner. Incidentally Shoe boxes are not really safe to 

carry our hand-made models in either. They have been known to be stepped on at exhibitions. Ugh! The 

good news is that Alison was able to salvage every valued item from the model except the body. 

Alex Kruger showed the Y class DE locomotive he has been busy assembling from a Railwest Models kit. 

The body was well detailed with neatly painted in green with distinctive yellow handrails. Alex is 

experimenting with the use of small rare-earth magnets to secure the body to the main platform and 

underframe. The magnets remove the need for screws and allow for easy access to the Bachman motor 

drive and gearbox and for the fitting of a decoder in the future. 
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Last but by no means least, Charles de Bruin continued with his series of paintings by showing his latest 

one. The painting was based on a photograph by the late Alan Hamilton of a W class Steam locomotive 

and an AA class DE locomotive resting in the Collie Engine shed. As the picture shows, Charlie is not 

only a fine builder of models in S scale, but an excellent artist/painter of locomotives. 

These modest notes are informative for those who were not able to attend. 

The S Scale Special Interest Group of AMRA meets on the second Monday of every month at 7.30pm in 

the AMRA clubrooms in Moojebing St, Bayswater – visitors are always welcome. 

 

 

Following the general “Bring and Show”, the headline topic of the evening was Jeff Austin’s Presentation. 

A short newsletter can never do justice to Jeff’s presentation which was packed full of information and 

photographs and which he delivered in less than an hour.  
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Jeff Austin’s presentation on “WAGR Branchline stations of the WAGR” 

covering the period 1896 to the present day. 

As from 1896 the Railways Department used NZR designed class 6 open shelters, class 5 buildings such as 

the one at Benger and class 4 station buildings as seen at Mundijong. Many smaller locations had very 

basic station structures such as the simple shed, sitting as it did in the dirt and maybe near a loading ramp. 

Others had PWD designed out-of-sheds and passenger shelters and even NZR inspired class 4 shelters 

sitting side-by-side on low level platforms. Dwellingup had several  different shelters on its low level 

platform by the 1920s. It seems that the smaller the location the less the number of buildings.  

As a result of his research Jeff informed us that once the WAGR had made a commitment in 1905 to build 

a number of Branchlines radiating from the main trunk lines they had to be built as cheaply as possible to 

open up the land to agriculture. The initial goal was to build lines at no more than 1,000 pounds per mile 

which eventually became unachievable. Station buildings at siding locations such as Shotts had to be 

modest to achieve this goal. Initially many of these buildings were often little more than out-of-sheds and 

passenger shelters at the named locations. A good example is Shotts which is located on the cross country 

line between Collie and Bowelling. 
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In 1911 places like Darkan and Northampton gained brick traffic offices with their distinctive wide roofs 

to protect the building, passengers and staff from the sun and 

the rain. See the photo below. 

 

During the 1920s more substantial station buildings began to appear on these regional cross country lines. 

Examples include the shorter Denmark (1928), Gnowangerup, Lake Grace, and Kojonup stations on either 

low level or high level platforms, and Wyalkatchem (1937) which was by far the longest of these 1920s 

designed buildings, complete with an extensive footbridge.  

 

 Gnowangerup station 
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The shorter Kulin station was built to a similar design as late as 1947. By the 1960s station buildings were 

often built to a much more modern brick design. The photos will help to show the range and style of 

station buildings as they were built on the WAGR agricultural cross-country lines.  

Thanks must go to Jeff Austin for doing this research and for making it available to railway enthusiasts 

and railway modellers of the WA scene. The evening, in spite of the inclement weather, proved to be a 

very successful and enjoyable one for those 31 AMRA WA members who were in attendance.  

We hope these modest notes are informative for those who were not able to attend. 
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What can be done in a Small space. 
You don't need a large space to create a nice O scale scene and have some switching fun as 

well. 

Scrap yard on right, wharf on the left it's 23 inches wide X 60 inches long. Wharf edge is the 

facia. Of course you need some space for a staging area but there you go it's nothing fancy you 

could make a better backdrop but I'm showing this for beginners starting off in O scale anyone 

can build this.  

Later I added a cement facility to the wharf for unloading covered hoppers (or loading them). 

You can spend many happy hours detailing it. Lots of ideas have a go. Neville Rossiter (9006) 
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Large Scale Report July 2021 

Outdoor Layout – The layout has experienced some age related problems. 

The Y point for the turn out towards the fiddle yard needs to be replaced. However that requires the com-

pletion of the replacement frog for the original Y point which is being arranged by Grant Black and subject 

to his work schedule. Grant hasn’t been well as well as being busy in recent times. In addition, about 

750mm of track needs to be relayed as well as some reinforcement of the track base to level it. This work 

still to be done 

Indoor layout – Works program was approved at May meeting and a budget of $500 allocated. Funds have 

been fully expended. 

Most of the major works has now been completed, except for re-laying track to the storage rails around the 

tunnel. Temporarily in place for this weekend’s event. A small change in plans results in no additional 

space required to fit the points between the steam and electric tracks. 

Work will continue until November Model Rail when it should be complete. 

In addition, the layout was cleaned up and prepared for running on the 15 August event.  

Planning has commenced on making the electric storage yard boards easier to handle. More details in fu-

ture reports. 

Where is this? 

Send answers to the Editor: amra.wa.branchline.editor@iinet.net.au 
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Railway Electrics 19 

Cataloguing your locomotives and rolling stock With Model Train Catalogue 
Do you really know how many locomotives and rolling stock that you own? And how much money you 

have invested in these items. What is the insurance value that you have placed on your hobby? 

Does your potential widow know how much you have invested in her future life style? 

If not it may be time to catalogue your locomotives and rolling stock and that’s what I did recently and it 

was a bit of an eye opener. I had cast around the internet for some free software catalogues and found them 

all to be rubbish. So I looked for something that was in my price range and I found Model Train 

Catalogue. sales@modeltraincataloge.com 

It cost me about $22.00 Australian which I thought was a bargain for what you get and it runs on Window 

7 through to Windows 10 and that’s a good thing. Once installed it’s only a matter of entering the 

information about your Locomotives and rolling stock. 

And if you want to purchase this item I highly recommend you get yourself a PayPal account that will cost 

you nothing but add the assurance of safe purchases for future items on the internet. 

Shown below is the main screen where you enter the data for your collection 
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Seen Below is the download site where you can get both Versions 

Below is the data screen that can be exported to excel or be printed out showing the insurance value 

of your collection 

All the pictures can be sourced for this catalogue are from the internet and a good source is the Hatton’s 

internet site and you can get a good idea of what it would now cost for your collection and mine was a bit 

of a shock because it’s in the thousands of dollars, I had better not let the wife see this. 

At present I have only had time to enter just the locomotives and I will have monumental time entering all 

the rolling stock, just the wagons alone will be in the low hundreds but then there are all the coaches. It’s a 

big job but someone has to do it “O bugger that’s me” 

But it will be worth it because I will not only have a complete list of what I own but I will have an accurate 

cost of the collection. And it’s not as we don’t have the time at the moment for putting things in order just 

ask my wife. 
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Anyway Guys and Girls I highly recommend this software because I can call up even the smallest detail 

such has which Loco has sound decoders the date I bought the item and the program number of the 

decoder that’s fitted to each Loco and the maker of the decoder and what CV’s that I have changed and 

indeed anything I want to record. 

Just some of the items that it lists are things like that you may have marked it with a identification number, 

what day you bought the item and what you paid for it at the time and what it’s worth at present and you 

have clear proof that you are the owner of the item. 

What I have found is model trains are a better investment than gold! 

So if the above poster at the front door doesn’t work then you will have a proof for the insurance company 

So Guys get on line and buy this software and “NO” I have not been paid for the article Its just when you 

come across something so useful and easy to use, I deem it my duty to pass on the information to other 

modellers. 

It will pay for its self the first time you use it and the best part is you don’t need a degree in computing to 

use it. 

MTC is coming up for its 10th Birthday soon and Roger tells me he’s been looking, at a celebration and 

will be adding some updates to it that have been suggested by users. 

E.g. on the Stock page the Gauge drop-down filter at the top will be interchangeable with the Self-Named 

list and the Location list. This last option is to be able to 'look' inside your stock boxes. 

In the Exhibitors Edition, when preparing a list of models taken to run at an exhibition, you will be able to 

load a complete box full into the list instead of doing them one at a time. 

A new Summary report that will include a small picture alongside the description details where you can 

get several items in a page plus you can filter the selection. 

He has also been looking at including movies and pictures per item and Roger tells me if any members 

want anything including he will look favourably at your suggestions. 

 

Best Regard’s Bill Pickering  

Member 8153 Stay Safe 
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N Scale Special Interest Group – July 2021 Update 

July… Over Half Way through the year and the old adage that times flies when you’re having 

fun has rung true for the N Scale Special Interest Group. Since our last newsletter update, there 

have been a number of successful moments and decisions to improve how West-N-Ridge 

operates now and into the future. The team, after having a robust, informed conversation, have 

made the decision that the Main Lines will be DCC Only mode, as the difficulty in making it 

all work on Cab Control is very difficult and complex to repair if it fails. The Commuter Line 

(Blue) will be equipped as a Dual Mode Line (DC – DCC) with a Key Switch to select the 

input and lockout the Scissor Crossover Point Motors, to prevent any unfavourable crossing 

from DC to DCC and vice-versa. 

Main Exchange Yard Busy with trains arriving and departing 

All Mainlines, Yard Tracks and the Intermodal and Grain Terminal work correctly, and the 

team is now fine tuning the track to improve how the lines run a variety of rolling stock and 

locomotives, and to date, apart from some minor issues that were easily fixed with minor 

adjustments. The Team has also been utilising the Open Source DCC++EX System (More Info 

found at https://dcc-ex.com/). The System uses an Arduino Mega Single Board Computer, a 2 

Amp 2 Channel Motor Shield and a Wi-Fi Adaptor to provide a Wi-FiTrax like environment 

for operators to use, similar to the setup on the S Scale Swan View and East Guildford 

Layouts. 

Union Pacific Heritage Units 1989 and 1996 on a manifest freight 
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The team has had discussions with Bill Pickering about a variable power level, Open Source 

DCC Booster design that will provide an increase in operating capacity to West-N-Ridge. The 

design originates from Dave Bodnar (http://trainelectronics.com/) and has recently been 

updated with improvements, which will work with our planned DCC++EX system.  In the 

meantime, work has continued on the operating reliability of the track work and electrical 

systems with many minor adjustments being made to improve how the layout operates and 

runs. 

The 3D Printed Midlander Consist on Test crossing Dunwoodie Bridge 

This has allowed the team to enjoy many hours of testing and tuning of the layout prior to the 

Model Rail that occurred in August, with the layout being on display and operating, with our 

team enjoying and displaying the benefits of the DCC++EX system and the Wireless Freedom 

that it has brought! This system will get a massive shakedown at Model Rail in August and we 

hope to bring you some further updates on how the system performs over Model Rail! 

Oh Dear! some lost WAGR Advertising Vans in Main Exchange yard 

 

The N Scale Special Interest Group of AMRA WA meets each Friday of every month at 

1900 - 2200 in the AMRA WA clubrooms, located at 24 Moojebing St, Bayswater. 

Visitors, new and old members are always welcome and encouraged to pop in, to learn new or 

even refresh old skills or to simply come and run a train. 


